
“Impermeabilizzazione di tutte le strutture interrate del Terminal 3”:
Aereoporto Changi, SINGAPORE (7 livelli, di cui 3 interrati, 28 gates e 1.800 posti auto)
per un totale di 150.000 mcubi di cls trattati.

Visione generale del cantiere

Mix design del calcestruzzo

Project: Pile Foundation & Basement
Construction for Terminal 3
Singapore Changi Airport

Contractor: Sato Kogyo., Ltd
      8 March 2001

Ref:       RE/SK/PU/40P/01

Concrete Grade 40 Pump

Controllo delle fessurazioni, efflorescenze e percolazioni ormai asciutte (ampiezza delle fessurazioni,
natura e crescita dei cristalli nelle carote prelevate sulle pareti del diaframma al Changi Airport Terminal 3)















Sign of efflorescence with water marks were noted on wall
3.

Close view of the sign of efflorescence accompanied with
water marks were noted on wall 3.



Brownish staining with water
leakage was on wall 3.

The location of sample S1 extracted at the cracked area
on wall 1.



A 75mm diameter core containing a crack at wall 1 was
extracted for laboratory analysis.

A crack perpendicular to the exposed surface was seen in
core S1.



Core S2 was extracted at the tie pin on wall 1.

Relative thick whitish substance was on the surface of
core S2.



Sign of efflorescence was found along the crack line
where core S3 was taken on wall 1.

A crack perpendicular to the exposed surface was seen in
core S3.



Sample S3: Some crystals grew in the crack.

Sample S3: Abundant coarse-grained crystals in the crack.

Crack



Sample S2: Laminated CaCO3 crystals on the surface of
the concrete. The width of the field is 3.88mm under
plane light.

Sample S2: Laminated CaCO3 crystals on the surface of
the concrete. The width of the field is 3.88mm under
crossed polarised light.
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Sample S3: Coarse-grained elongated crystals and fine-
grained needle-like crystals were lining the crack. The
width of the field is 3.88mm under plain light.

Sample S3: Backscattered electron image (BEI) showed
some crystals were in the crack.
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Sample S3: Backscattered electron image (BEI) showed
elongated crystals and fine needle-like crystals in the
crack.

EDX spectrum of elongated crystals in the crack.

Needle-like crystals

Elongated crystals
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Sample S3: High magnified view of needle-like crystals
in the crack.

EDX spectrum of needle-like crystals in the crack.



Sample S3: Secondary electron image (SEI) showed
coarse-grained flaky crystals in the crack.
















